Ahupua'a and Water Cycle Unit Plan
Keao Cockett, Lisa Nishizuka and Justin
Yamagata
University of Hawai'i at Manoa
(http://digital-picture-gallery.com/Marine-Historical-landscape/Kahana%20Fishpond.htm)

HCPS Science Standards Addressed: 1.1-1.5, 2.2, 2.3, 2.5 & 2.6
Grade Level: 6-8
Project Time Span: 4-5 weeks (includes 1 field trip)
Goals of the lesson:
• To teach students the scientific concepts involved in the water cycle.
• To make these concepts relevant to students' lives by studying them
within the context of an ahupua'a.
Students Learning Objectives (Benchmarks):
This lesson addresses Grade 6-8 benchmarks for HCPS Science Standards:
1.1 Doing Scientific Inquiry. Students demonstrate the skills necessary to
engage in scientific inquiry.
• Develop questions and hypotheses that can be answered through
scientific investigations.
• Design and conduct scientific investigations to answer questions or to test
hypotheses.
• Collect, organize, analyze and display data/information, using tools,
equipment, and techniques that will help in data collection, analysis and
interpretation.
• Develop conclusions and explanations showing the relationship between
evidence and results drawn.
• Communicate and defend scientific procedure used and conclusion and
explanation drawn from evidence.
• Reflect and revise conclusion and explanation based on new evidence
given from other valid points of view.
1.2 Living the Values, Attitudes, and Commitments of the Inquiring Mind.
Students apply the values, attitudes, and commitments characteristic of an
inquiring mind.
• Acknowledge references, contributions, and work done by others.
• Examine several possible options when investigating a problem.
Distinguish between facts and speculations/inferences.
• Evaluate all evidence that support or contradict the hypothesis.
• Locate, identify, and use a wide variety of appropriate information to draw
conclusions in a research project.
• Ask questions and explain findings and answers scientifically.
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1.3 Using Unifying Concepts and Themes. Students use concepts and themes
such as system, change, scale to help them understand and explain the natural
world.
• Explain how a given system (ahupua'a) works.
• Identify patterns of change and the implications on a system.
1.4 Doing Safety. Students demonstrate the importance of safety by applying
safety skills in all activities.
• Apply school, classroom, laboratory, and field trip rules, as appropriate, to
maintain a safe learning environment.
• Use supplies, chemicals, and equipment as instructed and for the
purposes they were intended under teacher supervision.
1.5 Relating the Nature of Technology to Science. Students use the problemsolving process to address current issues involving human adaptation in the
environment.
• Identify and elaborate on a problem or issue.
• Collect and analyze information to identify alternative solutions.
2.2 Interdependence of Science, Technology, and Society. Students analyze
and evaluate the interdependence of science, technology, and society.
• Give an example of the interdependence of science, technology, and
society and how it changed the course of history.
2.3 Malama I Ka 'Aina: Sustainability. Students make decisions needed to
sustain life on Earth now and for future generations by considering the limited
resources and fragile environmental conditions.
• Explain how methods for obtaining and using resources such as water,
minerals and fossil fuel have consequences on the environment.
2.5 Interdependence. Students describe, analyze, and give examples of how
organisms are dependent on one another and their environments.
• Illustrate and explain the relationships among producers, consumers, and
decomposers in a food web.
2.6 Cycle of Matter and Energy Flow. Students trace the cycling of matter and
the flow of energy through systems of living things.
• Explain how plants use the energy from sunlight and matter from the
atmosphere to make food that can be used for fuel or building materials.
• Give examples of conservation of matter where matter is transferred within
and among living organisms and their physical environment.
Resources and materials:
Water Cycle Simulation
• 1 large and 1 small beaker
• Plastic wrap and rubber band
• 1 light weight
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•

Water

Cloud Creation demonstration
• Pop bottle (one liter)
• Match
• Ice in a plastic bag
• Access to hot water (tea kettle)
Role of Plants in Water Filtration activity
• See Appendix 2
Erosion on a "Small" Scale activity
• See Appendix 3
What Killed the Fish? Activity
• See Appendix 4
Field Trip to Ahupua'a 0 Kahana State Park
• Safety items: gloves, shoes, mosquito repellant
• Water test strips
• Cup to collect water
• Clipboards
• Paper to take notes and data
Instructional Procedures
1. Introduction to Ahupua'a and Unit
• Discuss what an ahupua'a is. Show the water cycle diagram (Appendix
1), pointing out that it is drawn within the context of an ahupua'a.
• Explain that the class will follow the water as it travels through each region
of the ahupua'a (mountain, land, and ocean), studying various scientific
concepts along the way.
2. Water Cycle and the Ahupua'a
• Mini-Activity: Water cycle simulation.
Pour 2 cm of water into a large beaker. Place a small beaker in the center
of the large beaker. Cover the large beaker loosely with plastic wrap and
seal it with a rubber band. Put a light weight in the middle of the plastic
wrap. Place the beaker in direct sunlight. After a while, the setup should
represent the water cycle in action.
• How does the mini-activity simulate the different parts of the water cycle in
appendix 1? Have students draw a diagram of the mini-activity, and label
the various parts of the water cycle.
• Discuss key terms such as evaporation, condensation, precipitation, runoff and the Hawaiian equivalents.
• Discuss the importance of water cycle, emphasizing the importance to the
Hawaiian culture.
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3. Mountains
• Start by questioning the class: What do you know about rain? What side of
the island are you from? Does it rain a lot where you live? What is a
cloud?
• Cloud Formation Demonstration: Fill a one-liter bottle with heated water
until it is half full. Light a match, allow it to burn for 2 seconds, then drop it
into the bottle. Immediately, cap the bottle and apply cold ice packs to the
top of the bottle. Clouds should form as the heated steam reaches the top
of the bottle, cools and condenses on the smoke particles.
• Question the class: Does anyone know what happened?
• Lesson: Why do clouds form at the top of mountains? Draw a picture on
the board of the orographic lifting process. Explain that, as the land is
heated, the air above the land also gets heated. This hot air rises, gets
pushed downwind by the trades, and is deflected upwards by mountains.
As the rising air expands and cools, it becomes saturated and turns into a
cloud. (If applicable, pOint out the cloud line at the mountain peaks.) The
cloud then moves to the downwind side of the mountain, begins to
evaporate (due to heat) and disappears.
• Geographical relevance: Use this process to explain the differences
between the windward (wet) vs. leeward (dry) sides of island. Example:
"that is why Waianae is so dry and -- on the other side of the mountain -the north shore is so wet."
• Cultural insertion: The upland regions of the island were considered
sacred by Hawaiians and were rarely inhabited. Upland areas were often
burial sites for ali'i. Tell the story of Papa (earth mother) and Wakea (sky
father). Mention that it is believed that you can see the joining of Papa
and Wakea in the area of cloud formation at the mountain top. Here, the
clouds touch the earth and waterfalls flow, bringing life.
4. Land
• Following the water down from the mountains, this section will focus on
what happens to the water as it flows through the livable land area.
• Discuss different uses of water in the ahupua'a system, focusing on the
concept of sustainability:
o Drinking water was at the higher end of the stream, followed by
using the water for washing utensils, bathing, and finally for
agricultural purposes.
o Hawaiians practiced water conservation in their ahupua'a system.
How do their water conservation practices contribute to sustaining
the ecosystem in which they inhabit?
• Nitrogen cycle / Plant uptake of nutrients
o Discuss nitrogen cycle. Draw a simplified diagram on the board.
o Focus in on the plant uptake of nutrients in the cycle. Discuss the
role of the lo'i in water filtration in the ahupua'a system.
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•

•

•

Discuss the effects of excess nitrates in the water on the entire
ecosystem.
Compare and contrast the flow of water in the ahupua'a system (Le., water
goes through many uses before reaching ocean) vs. the modern day
water system (e.g., no lo'i to filter, just goes straight from mountain to
ocean).
What are the benefits of the ahupua'a in terms of the community's water
quality?
Activity: Role of Plants in Water Filtration (Appendix 2)

5. Ocean
• Water cycle; coastal effects
o Continue following the course of the water (in ahupua'a) to the sea.
o What happens to the fresh water as it enters the ocean? How does
seawater help continue the water cycle? What effects does fresh
water flow have on the coastal landscape?
o PowerPoint presentation on effects of coastal erosion on Oahu's
beaches.
o Activitv:
Erosion on a "small" scale activity (Appendix 3)
,
•

Fishponds
o What are fishponds? What did ancient Hawaiians use them for?
o What types of fish are found in fishponds? Other organisms
(plants/animals )?
o Trophic levels - consumers, producers
o Mini-assignment: calculating energy through trophic levels
o Nitrogen cycle - review cycle mentioned previously (from stream
through lo'i back to stream).
o Nitrogen cycle in fishpond

•

Activity: What killed the fish? (Appendix 4)
o Eutrophication
o Could this be bad for fishponds located on streams/rivers?

6. Culminating Activity: Field Trip to Ahupua'a 0 Kahana State Park:
To tie together all concepts learned throughout this unit, the students will take
a field trip to Ahupua'a 0 Kahana State Park. They will carry out various
activities to apply the concepts learned in the classroom to a natural setting.
• See the water cycle in action.
• Observe inversion layers near the cloud line.
• Test effects of lo'i on water quality. Collect water sample and test water
quality using water test strips. Before collecting water, review safety.
• Visit the fishpond. Observe erosion/deposition.
• Hike trails.
• Participate in Hawaiian arts and crafts activities.
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Assessment
• Water Cycle: Draw diagram of activity, and label parts of the water cycle.
• Mountain: Draw diagram of inversion layers and label parts.
• Land: Role of plants in water filtration activity; follow-up questions.
• Ocean: Presenting and defending results of activity.
• Ocean: Completion of worksheets.
• Field Trip: Written report following completion of field trip.
Evaluation of Lesson:
This lesson has not yet been taught, so it cannot be evaluated as yet.
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Appendix 1. Water Cycle Diagram (Ahupua'a context)
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Appendix 2. Role Of Plants In Water Filtration

BACKGROUND: Experiments can be done to show how a plume of dissolved
materials can move through soil and enter a groundwater aquifer. But soil and
plants have something of a dual role in this process. Depending on whether
materials are dissolved or suspended in the water, soils and plant roots can
remove some or all of this material as the water moves down through soil. Most
suspended materials will adhere to the soil. These may then be broken down
and used as food by the plants. Dissolved nutrients, such as nitrogen or
phosphorus, chemically bond with some types of soil particles. They are then
taken up by plants, thus removing them from the soil before they can enter an
aquifer. For the plants, these elements are food, for an aquifer, they are pollution.
Not all materials are absorbed by plants and not all water pollutants are food for
plants. However, sediments from eroding soil, nutrients in human and animal
wastes, and some components of household wastewater ("gray water") are
excellent plant nutrients. Plants also use different nutrients at different rates, so
that the amount of material they take up will depend on how much is dissolved in
the water and how fast the water moves through. This experiment is a very
simplified way to show whether plants will take up certain kinds of materials from
water moving relatively quickly through their root systems.
OBJECTIVE: To understand the role of plants in filtering the water moving
through a watershed.
MATERIALS NEEDED:
• Six potted plants, with pots roughly six to eight inches in diameter, and
holes in the bottom. These plants need to moderately dry, as if they had
not been watered for a couple days. Plants with saturated soil will not
absorb water, and very dry plants will absorb it all.
• Six clear containers, such as cups, which will support the plants and allow
drainage to be viewed. You will need separate plants and cups for each of
the materials in the water.
• Soil from outside (anywhere). The best soil is loamy, with smaller particles
than
• sand.
• Unsweetened powdered drink mix, preferably grape or cherry for color.
• Vegetable oil.
• One or two different household cleaners (such as Comet/Ajax and Dish or
Laundry soap). One should be liquid and the other powder.
PREPARATION: Set up the potted plants, each in its own cup. Slowly pour six to
eight ounces of clean water through the pot, and check the percolation rate
through the pot. Loosen or tighten the soil so that water percolates at about one
ounce per minute. The rate should be fast enough to prevent long waiting
periods, but slow enough not to carry very much soil through the pot.
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PROCEDURE:
1. Place the potted plants into the top of their cups. Pour clean water slowly
through one of the pots and watch it percolate through the bottom of the
pot. The water should look as clean as what was poured.
2. Add a gram or so of soil to 6-8 ounces of water and stir so that the soil is
well
3. suspended and distributed in the water. Pour slowly into another flower
pot. The water percolating through should look much cleaner than the dirty
water poured.
4. Add about one ounce of vegetable oil to 6-8 ounces of water, stir (they
won't mix completely) and pour into a third pot. See if the vegetable oil
percolates through or is caught up by the plant roots.
5. Add some powdered drink mix to 6-8 oz. of water and pour through a
fourth pot. See if the water percolating through retains the color.
6. Add some powdered cleanser to 6-8 oz. of water and pour through a fifth
pot. Is the cleanser retained in the soil?
7. Add some liquid soap to the water (an ounce or so in 6-8 oz. water). Does
the soap percolate through the soil?
8. Using the "contaminated" plants, pour some clean water at the same rate
through each one (simulating a rain shower). Is more of the "pollutant"
rinsed away from the soil by the clean water?
FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS:
1. In what ways can plants and soil benefit drinking water quality?
2. We saw plants and soil remove some types of impurities from water. How
might the plants remove larger quantities?
3. Can plants and soil remove any type of impurity from water?
4. What other organisms in the soil-plant system might aid the uptake of
water pollutants?
5. What is the role of rainwater moving through contaminated soil?
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Appendix 3. Erosion on a "small" scale
Materials
• Large pan
• Soil
• Sand
• Gravel
• Water
Instructions
In the large pan with sand and soil, make a channel right next to the side of the
pan. Next, build a "seawall" with the gravel to simulate a real seawall. Start the
water flowing down the channel and make observations of the areas of erosion
and deposition.

Sand/soil
Gravel (seawall)
Channel

Pan

Questions
1) Where does the most erosion occur?

2) Where does the most deposition occur?
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Appendix 4. What Killed the Fish?

Background
Mr. Humu is a science teacher who maintains two fishponds on campus. Each
fishpond contained about a dozen fish and a few species of water plants. Water
runoff from watering plants flows into one of the ponds from a site uphill from the
pond. Water from a second watering area supplied the water for the second
pond. Each day he would feed the fish the same amount of fish pellets, and
sometimes would take the students out to observe the ponds. During the
school's winter break, he made arrangements for the maintenance crews to feed
the fish daily. When he arrived back at school after the break, he found that all of
the fish in one of the ponds were dead. He asked the maintenance crew if they
fed the fish everyday, and they did. The only thing they did was fertilize the lawn
around the pond that the fish died.
Seeing this as an opportunity to teach science, Mr. Humu assigned the students
the task of figuring out what killed the fish.
Activity
Since I won't have ponds to actually observe, I would create "ponds" with either
construction paper or with drawings. Students are to get into groups of 3-4,
acting as detectives, and come up with possible hypotheses to 'What killed the
fish?" They are to make observations by comparing/contrasting the state of the
ponds before and after winter break. They are to research their hypotheses
(using the Internet, library, etc), and come up with a single theory explaining,
"What killed the fish?" Students will present their theory to the class, and they
will back it up with research. Students will then get to vote on which groups'
theory sounds best.
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